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Japanese business regulation: collusion, cooperation and crisis
Japanese business regulation: collusion, cooperation dow on contemporary Japan and the regulatory practices
and crisis
that have underpinned, and in important ways defined,
Japan’s political practices and economic structures.
The rise and apparent fall of Japan’s distinctive form
of capitalism is one of the most remarkable, intriguThe substance of the book is taken up with an analing, and potentially important stories in the post war ysis of the evolution and mechanisms of self-regulation
international political economy. It raises a number as practised by Japan’s thousands of trade associations,
of key questions that have importance for Japan, its which perform a variety of coordination, representative
Asian acolytes, and students of comparative politics and and most crucially regulatory functions, and which range
economics. How is it, for example, that what was a from smaller regional and industry-based associations, to
widely admired and emulated system has proved un- peak organisations like the Keidanren. In the penultiable to maintain its former stellar economic performance mate chapter, Schaede traces the development and role
and has become mired in a decade-long recession that of these associations. Although this chapter might have
threatens to get worse before it gets better? How did been more usefully placed earlier in the book, it does
what Ronald Dore famously described as Japan’s ’flexi- highlight the embedded and highly institutionalised nable rigidities’[1]–or cooperative, competitively advanta- ture of these organisations and helps to explain why they
geous social relations–become increasingly ossified and continue to exert a major influence on both regulatory
incapable of responding to the challenge of heightened outcomes and business behaviour in Japan more generinternational competition? How did the cooperative re- ally. It is important to recognise that private sector reglationship between business and government in Japan, ulation is an increasingly important part of governance
which was considered central to Japan’s unparalleled structures in many developed economies–often as a dipost-war economic reconstruction, become emblematic rect consequence of governments relinquishing regulaof inefficiency, incompetence, and immobility?
tory authority to non-state actors.[3] What seems to be
distinctive about Japan, however, is that not only have
While definitive answers to these questions may business organisations played a much more active part,
never be possible, especially given Japan’s pivotal po- for a much longer period in regulating economic activsition in debates about the relative merits of Anglo- ities than their counterparts elsewhere, but that their
American neoliberal capitalism vs. East Asia’s more activities actually look likely to minimise the impact of
statist variety,[2] Ulrike Schaede’s book does help us powerful forces that are frequently associated with a neto understand why existent relations and practices have oliberal variant of ’globalisation.’
proved so resistant to radical change despite Japan’s
economic slowdown. Although the principal subject
A number of important and illuminating claims
matter of this book–the regulatory functions of trade emerge from Schaede’s book. One key argument Schaede
associations–may not sound like the most inherently develops, which has implications for Japan’s place in the
riveting material, it does provide an important win- wider global economy, flows from the claim that the fre1
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quently self-serving and collusive activities of trade associations will ensure that ’many Japanese markets will not
become more open and accessible to foreign competitors’
(p. ix). Other recent analyses of Japan’s contemporary
political economy have also cast doubt on the inevitability of change or opening in Japan,[4] but Schaede’s analysis has the merit of persuasively demonstrating why this
might be the case. Indeed, one of the great ironies of
pressure for regulatory reform in Japan, also confirmed
by other recent analyses,[5] is that the so-called liberalisation process may not lead to either a ’convergence’ on
’Western’ regulatory practices, nor a diminution in the
number or impact of existent practices. In the case of
the trade associations, Schaede persuasively argues selfregulation is not only increasing as government becomes
less overtly interventionist in line with more widespread
international trends and pressures, but that this is actually entrenching some of Japan’s most deep-seated structural problems. The increased bifurcation of the Japanese
economy into a competitive, externally oriented sector,
and a protected, less efficient domestic economy of the
sort detailed in Richard Katz’s recent book,[6] is actually
being exacerbated by the collusive practices of domestic
firms, keen to minimise competition.

regulation is inherently stable and difficult to repress’ (p.
259).
The major conclusion that this valuable, painstakingly researched study confirms, therefore, is that although Japan’s famed ’developmental state’ may be in
terminal decline, this does not mean that radical change
is about to sweep through Japan–at least, not without an
even more decisive economic crisis than thus far experienced. For even though the private sector has become
a more important influence on regulatory outcomes, the
powerful trade associations will continue to pursue their
own narrowly conceived interests. This does not mean,
as Schaede rightly points out, that collusion or cooperation will necessarily lead to inefficiency, but that it does
mean that trade association interests will remain a fundamental part of the Japanese political economy and shape
public policy outcomes accordingly–for better or worse.

Despite the rather specialist nature of this investigation, some repetition in what is a fairly long book, and–
to this reader, at least–the unedifying number-crunching
that seems mandatory for so many studies emerging from
North American these days, there is much to recommend
this text to both Japan specialists and those with an inOne of the most important puzzles this study throws terest in comparative political economy.
some much needed light on, and something that might
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